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A-THERMAL EFFECTS

Usually the Curapuls 670 is used a-thermally. The comparatively 

high peak power has a strong stimulative effect on the biological pro-

cesses. Consequently, it is very well-suited for the treatment of acute 

conditions.

THERMAL EFFECTS

Thermal effects originating from long pulse times and high pulse rep-

etition frequencies make the Curapuls 670 also suitable for thermal 

treatments.

USER-FRIENDLY AND FUNCTIONAL

The large illuminated screen displays the parameters in an organised 

manner. The parameters remain visible during treatment. 

The Curapuls 670 logically orders more than 50 of the most universal 

indications. After selection of the desired indication, the parameters 

for treatment are automatically set. Frequently used protocols can be 

stored into the memory. 

TWO OUTLETS

The Curapuls 670 is provided with two outlets so that two electrodes 

can be used simultaneously. Both outlets have independently adjust-

able pulse width and peak (average) power.

THREE UNIQUE CIRCUPLODES

Three special induction-electrodes have been developed for the 

Curapuls 670. They are provided with a Faraday screen to assure a 

low superficial thermal load. Because of this, no energy is absorbed 

into the superficial fatty tissues resulting in an efficient deep treatment.

The Curapuls 670 generates electromagnetic energy with a frequency of 
27.12 + 0.16 MHz. Due to the pulsed character, high peak capacities can be 
released during a very short time, followed by relatively long rest periods. 
This stimulates the tissue more intensely. The nature of the electromagnetic 
energy ensures that it is absorbed in particular by tissue with a low 
impedance, such as well-vascularised tissue (muscle tissue) and tissue with 
oedema or a recent haematoma. The absorption of this energy promotes 
tissue repair and improves blood circulation. Shortwave therapy exerts very 
little stress but works deep in the body. The thermal sensation for the patient 
is low, but the effect on the deep tissue is considerable!

 ● Adjustable peak power (maximum 200 Watt)

 ● Adjustable pulse width and frequency

 ● Conveniently arranged display

 ● 50 Pre-programmed treatment suggestions

 ● 25 Free programmable memory positions

 ● Special inductive-electrodes

 ● Adjustable electrode arms

 ● Indication and monitoring of power delivery for optimal energy 

transfer

 ● Possibility of simultaneous application of two Circuplodes, so 

that very large areas can be treated

CURAPULS 670

SHORTWAVE THERAPY

TOP MODEL FOR PULSED SHORTWAVE THERAPY
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STANDARD ACCESSORIES

1403751 Operating manual Curapuls 670
3444298 Mains cable 230V-EUR
1462484 Circuplode Ø 140 mm, Curapuls 670
2994090 Cable clamp for Curapuls 670
1462540 Electrode arm white, for Curapuls

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency:  27.12 MHz (± 0.6%)
Channels:  2
Pulse power:  0-200 W (± 20%) into 50 ohm
Average power:  0-64 W (± 20%) into 50 ohm
Mains voltage:  220-240 V ± 10% (50/60 Hz)
Power consumption:  max. 1.6 A (230 V)
Dimensions (wxdxh):  39x40x93 cm 
Weight (unit):  approx. 45 kg (excluding arm)
Electrode arm:  approx. 2.5 kg

1403932 CURAPULS 670

CURAPULS 670

ENRAF-NONIUS
P.O. Box 12080
3004 GB  Rotterdam
The Netherlands
T.: +31-(0)10 - 203 06 00
E: info@enraf-nonius.nl
www.enraf-nonius.com  
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1462540

1462484 14625211462514 2994090

1480803

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

1462484 Circuplode Ø 140 mm, Curapuls 670 

1462514 Circuplode Ø 90 mm, Curapuls 670

1462521 Circuplode-E for Curapuls 670

2994090 Cable clamp for Curapuls 670

1480803 Earth potential-equalization cable 5 m

1462540 Electrode arm white, for Curapuls

ACCESSORIES CURAPULS 670 

The Circuplode is an advanced inductive electrode. It is provided with 

a Faraday screen that eliminates capacitive effects to give a virtually 

pure magnetic field. This means that no energy is absorbed in su-

perficial fatty tissues, so that optimum effect in deeper-lying tissues 

is obtained. This is in contrast to conventional inductive electrodes, 

in which the transfer of energy is limited by the capacitive currents in 

superficial (fatty) tissues. Available models are:

 ● Circuplode Ø 140 mm: for the treatment of larger body parts such 

as hip and shoulder joints 

 ● Circuplode Ø 90 mm: for the treatment of small body parts such 

as wrist and ankle joints 

 ● Circuplode-E: for the treatment of large oblong shaped body parts 

such as knee joints.

CIRCUPLODE

Special for treatment with shortwave and microwave equipment we offer various furniture , that is completely free of metal. The generated 

field of the equipment will not be affected and there won't occur any heat concentrated areas.

FURNITURE FOR SHORTWAVE AND MICROWAVE 

3441337 Treatment chair, clear lacquered wood

3441401 Treatment couch, clear lacquered wood, 190x60x75 cm

3441338 Footrest, clear lacquered wood


